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3.5.4.3. Das Lehr- bzw. Studienbuch (160). 3.5.4.4. Der wissenschaftliche Artikel 
(176). 3.5.4.5. Der wissenschaftliche Forschungsbericht (189). 3.5.4.6. Die 
Rezension (198). 3.5.5. Zur Interpretation der Ergebnisse (203). 3.6. Zur 
grammatisch-syntaktischen Analyse. 3.6.1. Vorbemerkung (211). 3.6.2. Zum Diskus-
sionsstand in der Fachsprachenforschung (212). 3.6.3. Ergebnisse der Analyse (215). 
3.6.3.1. Zu einigen grammatischen Kategorien (215). 3.6.3.1.1. Das Verb (215). 
3.6.3.1.2. Das Adjektiv und das Substantiv (224). 3.6.3.1.3. Die Artikel und die 
Funktionswörter (225). 3.6.3.2. Zu einigen Aspekten der Syntax (227). 3.6.4. Prob-
leme und zukünftige Aufgaben (232). 3.7. Zur Analyse des Wortschatzes (242). 3.7.1. 
Vorbemerkung (242). 3.7.2. Zum Diskussionsstand in der Fachsprachenforschung 
(242). 3.7.3. Ergebnisse der Analyse (248). 3.7.4. Lexikalische Mittel einzelner 
Kommunikationsverfahren (255). 3.8. Gesamtüberblick und zukünftige Aufgaben 
(261). Anmerkungen zum 3. Kapitel (267). Literaturverzeichnis (276). 
Abkürzungsverzeichnis (304). ANHANG. Anlage 1: Textauszüge zum Text von 
Heimann (306). Anlange 2: Textauszüge zum Text von Ottomeyer (315). Anlange 3: 
Text von Funke (324). Anlange 4: Text von Wagner/Brandstatter (332). Anlange 5: 
Text von Lindner (342). 
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JGYTF Kiadó, Szeged, 1991. 214—223 és PETŐFI S. János—BÉKÉSI Imre (szerk.): 
Szemiotikai szövegtan 4. A verbális szövegek szemiotikai megközelítésének aspektusai-
hoz (I), Acta Academiae Paedagogicae Szegediensis, Series Linguistica, Litteraria et 




A THEORY OF THE LITERARY TEXT 
1992. 
Preface (V). Introduction. Between Literary Theory and a General Poetics (3). 
0.1. A Methodological Assessment of Modern Literary Theory. The Starting Point: A 
Conflictive Present (3). 0.2. Poetics as a Classical Science and as a Contemporary Dis-
cipline: Traditional Contents (6). 0.3. Romantic Literary Theory: Fantasy and Imagi-
nation in the Artistic Construction of Sentimental Intimacy (13). 0.4. The Contents of 
Modern Semiological and Linguistic Poetics (20). 0.5. The Crisis of Structuralist Poe-
tics: Towards the Construction of a General Poetics (33). 
First Part 
1. Literary Expressiveness (39). 1.1. Literariness: The Linguistic Structure of the 
Literary Option (39). 1.1.1. Towards the Linguistic Characterization of Literature 
(39). 1.1.2. Poetic Specificity vs. Linguistic Generality: Phono-Acoustical and Gram-
matical Levels (44). 1.1.3. Semantic Structures of Literariness (49). 1.1.4. Literariness 
and the Pragmatic Point of View: The Systematic Practice of Communicative Excep-
tion (55). 1.2. Literariness and the Text (63). 1.2.1. The Text as the Level of Decision 
for the Linguistic Specificity of Literature (63). 1.2.2. Text Grammar's Contribution 
to the Explanation of Literariness (71). 1.2.3. The Textual Typology of Classical of 
Lyrical Poetry and the Characterization of Literariness (78). 1.2.4. Literariness and 
Poeticity: The Insufficiency of the Linguistic Definition (85). 1.3. Artistic Modes and 
the Aesthetic Law of Expressiveness (94). 1.3.1. Literary Expressiveness: Its Verbal 
and Fantastic Constituents (94). 1.3.2. The Aesthetic Norms of Literary Expressive-
ness (97). 1.3.3. Classical Modes of Literary Expressiveness: Mechanisms of Expres-
siveness and Levels of Style (103). 1.3.4. On General Rhetoric as a Science of Artistic 
Expressiveness (112). 1.3.5. The Integration of Rhetoric and Linguistic Poetics: The 
Thematic Macrostructure of Expressiveness (123). 
Second Part 
2. Artistic Conventionality and Ambiguity (145). 2.1. The Pragmatic Relativity 
ofMeaning (145). 2.1.1. Objections to Meaningfiil Textual Construction: Conventio-
nality and Arbitrariness (145). 2.1.2. The Poststructuralist Crisis of Literary Meaning 
(152). 2.1.3. The Relativization of Meaning in the Aesthetics of Reception: A Criti-
cism of the Fundamental Concepts (170). 2.1.4. The Formálist Mechanism of „Reader 
Implication": Textual „Gaps" and the Work of the Imagination (179). 2.1.5. The 
Modern Itinerary of Meaning: Umberto Eco (190). 2.2. The Deconstructive Lodging 
of Poetic Experience (210). 2.2.1. Deconstruction in Literary Criticism: The Intensi-
fied Undermining of Meaning (210). 2.2.2. From Deconstruction as an Aporia of 
Meaning to the Poetic Space of Originál Experience (220). 2.2.3. The Poetic Concept 
of „Writing" in Jacques Derrida (231). 2.2.4. The Experience of the Poetic as Space 
and the Limits of Meaning. The Paradoxicai Inscription of Writing (240). 2.2.5. 
Otherness as a Reference Forming Experience's Essential Emplacement (253). 2.3. 
The Aesthetic Capacity of Cultural Conventionality (262). 2.3.1. The Aesthetic Struc-
ture of Traditional Conventionality: The Historical Relativity of Artistic Meaning and 
the Non-Arbitrary Foundations of Cultural Conventionality (262). 2.3.2. Literary Tra-
dition as a Typologizable Conventional Context (272). 2.3.3. Traditional Conventio-
nality as a Poetic Principle of Cultural Recognition (285). 2.3.4. Artistic Ambiguity as 
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a Poetic Property (294). 2.3.5. Cervantes' Irony as an Instrument of Poetic Ambiguity 
(300). 
Third Part 
3. Poetic Universality (311). 3.1. Fictionality: Imaginary Forms of Fantastic Ac-
tivity (311). 3.1.1. Introduction. The Imaginary Structure of the Material Text: From 
the Immanence of the Material Text of the Poetics of the Imagination (311). 3.1.2. The 
Structure of Fictionality: The First Traditional Feature of a Poetics of Fantasy (317). 
3.1.3. The Rules of Verisimilitude in Reálist Fictionality (329). 3.1.4. The Reálist 
Control of Fantasy: The Law of Semantic Maxima in Fictional Production (337). 
3.1.5. Literary Fantasy's Conceptual Forms: The Cultural Imagination (342). 3.2. 
Poeticity: The Imaginary Structure of Symbolis in the Temporal Domains (355). 3.2.1. 
On the Imaginary Structure of Poetic Value: Traces in the Text's Material-Verbal 
Scheme of Temporal and Spatial Orientations, Anthropological Symbols, and Pattems 
of the Imagination (355). 3.2.2. The Antropological Roots of Temporal Regimes' 
Symbolic Semantics (369). 3.2.3. The Structure of the Poetic Imagination: The Spatial 
Pattern of the Imagination's Anthropological Orientation (388). 3.2.4. Versions of the 
Personal Articulation of the Spatial Myth and the Universality of the Imaginary 
Orientation (417). 3.2.5. Imaginary Poeticity in Narrative Prose Texts: Cervantes' 
Spatial Myth (436). 3.3. Universality as a Property of Poetic Value (446). 3.3.1. 
Textual and Anthropological Foundations of Poetic Universality: On the Frustration of 
the Arts'Diversity (446). 3.3.2. The Generic Deployment of Universal Artistic 
Structures (455). 3.3.3. The „Natural" Limitation of Historical Literary Genres (468). 
3.3.4. The Universal Structure of the Artistic Text: From Diversity to Singularity 
(480). 3.3.5. The Imaginary Foundations of the Universality of Artistic Systems: 
Painting and Poetry (489). Bibliography (497). Index of Contents (531). Index of 
Names (537). 
Volume 18 
Roger G. van de VELDE: 
TEXT AND THINKING 
On Somé Roled of Thinking in Text Interpretation 
1992. 
Preface (VII). Introduction (1). On discourse comprehension and inferencing. 
1.1. Introduction (12). 1.2. On co(n)textual information (17). 1.3. On coherence (21). 
1.4. On inferences (29). 1.5. On the different kinds of cotext-directed inferencing 
(35). 1.6. On processing strategies (39). 1.6.1. On the processing stages of graphemic 
decoding (41). 1.6.2. On the inferential nature of graphemic decoding (45). 1.7. On 
the supplementation of discourse-directed inferences (48). 1.8. Summary (53). On 
syntactic inferencing. 2.1. Introduction (55). 2.2. On the realms of syntax (57). 2.3. 
On singling out syntactic processing (60). 2.4. From graphemic cotext to syntactic co-
text (62). 2.5. Inferences based on and going beyond the knowledge of syntax (64). 
2.5.1. On ordering syntactic constituents (64). 2.5.2. On ordering single words (66). 
2.6. Inferences based on the rules of syntactic ordering (67). 2.7. On pure thought 
syntax (69). 2.8. On the inferential nature of syntactic processing (71). 2.9. On the 
interaction of syntactic inferences (73). 2.10. Summary (77). On semantic inferencing. 
3.1. Introduction (79). 3.2. On singling out semantic processing (82). 3.3. On ILRRR 
information (84). 3.4. On ILRRR organization (88). 3.5. On the neuropsychological 
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evidence for ILRRR organization (90). 3.6. On the neurolinguistic evidence for 
ILRRR organization (91). 3.7. On the lexicalized counterparts of ILRRR information 
(95). 3.8. On standard meanings and priváté meanings (99). 3.9. On somé conditions 
of handling ILRRR information (101). 3.10. On the importance and limits of ILRRR 
information (103). 3.11. Summary (106). On semanticlogical inferencing. 4.1. 
Introduction (107). 4.2. On somé extrapropositional problems (111). 4.3. On predicate 
assignment and somé intrapropositional problems (114). 4.4. On somé conditions of 
interpropositional meanings (116). 4.4.1. On the argument identity condition (116). 
4.4.2. On the predicate identity condition (118). 4.4.3. On the argument overlap 
condition (119). 4.4.4. On the predicate overlap condition (119). 4.5. On somé global 
meaning conditions (120). 4.5.1. On the consequence consistency condition (121). 
4.5.2. On the topic compatibility condition (122). 4.5.3. On the context integrativity 
condition (124). 4.6. On contrilling humán thinking (126). 4.7. On somé limits of 
logic in interpretation (129). 4.8. On somé restraints of rationality (131). 4.9. 
Summary (136). On action-oriented inferencing. 5.1. Introduction (137). 5.2. On 
action and its related inferences (141). 5.3. On the need for action-oriented inferences 
(146). 5.4. Action-oriented inferences made from contextually expressed actions (148). 
5.4.1. Inferences oriented to local actions (148). 5.4.2. Inferences oriented to global 
actions (150). 5.5. Action-oriented inferences made from contextually performed 
actions (151). 5.6. On mentái background activities and action co(n)texts (153). 5.7. 
On expectations and knowledge schemata (155). 5.8. On hypothetically reconstructed 
actions and free interpretation (159). 5.9. Summary (164). Inferencing towards text 
organization. 6.1. Introduction (166). 6.2. On referential connectedness (168). 6.3. On 
coreference (172). 6.4. On cohesion (174). 6.5. On the cotext integrativity condition 
(177). 6.6. On interpretative elaboration and coherence (178). 6.7. On the 
indispensability of coherence (183). 6.8. On the indispensability of ILRRR-related 
inferences (186). 6.9. Summary (188). On interpretative elaboration. 7.1. Introduction 
(191). 7.2. On the two sides of interpersonal communication (192). 7.3. On low-level 
and high-level coherence (194). 7.4. On producer-oriented explicative interpretation 
(196). 7.5. On receiver-oriented evaluative interpretation (200). 7.6. On somé problem 
areas of literary evaluation (103). 7.7. On meaning transformation (206). 7.8. On 
meaning complementation (209). 7.9. On the justification and plausibility of meaning 
complementation (212). 7.10. On the incompleteness/infiniteness of interpretation 
(214). 7.11. Summary (215). Interpretation, inferencing and illusion. 8.1. Introduction 
(217). 8.2. On somé illusory facets of dream interpretation (219). 8.3. On somé 
illusory facets of interpreting spatial data (223). 8.4. On somé illusory facets of 
interpreting deictic data (225). 8.5. On somé illusory facets of interpreting unimedial 
data (227). 8.6. On the illusion of interpersonal/(cross-)cultural understanding (229). 
8.7. On the illusion of correctness and completeness in interpretation (231). 8.8. On 
the illusion of orthodox mono-interpretability (234). 8.9. On somé illusion in the 
cognitive models (236). 8.10. On scepsis and caution in exegetic practice (239). 
8.10.1. On rule-conformity (239). 8.10.2. On rule-conformity and correctness (241). 
8.10.3. On the relatíve character of rationality (242). 8.10.4. On rational control and 
correctness (243). 8.10.5. What is ideál? (245). 8.10.6. On scepticism (245). 8.10.7. 
On relativism (246). 8.11. Summary (247). Inferences in Alice in Wonderland. 9.1. 
Introduction (249). 9.2. Inferences as relating activites (251). 9.3. Inferences in 
hypothesis construction/evaluation (253). 9.4. On discourse-directed inferences AAW 
(255). 9.5. On conditionals and textual organization (259). 9.6. On classification and 
textual organization (262). 9.7. On inferential elaboration (266). 9.8. Summary and 
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conclusion (271). Conclusion (273). References (292). Name Index (319). Subject 
Index (324). 
2.1.5. ADVANCES IN DISCOURCE PROCESSES 
Ablex, Norwood N. J. 
E d . : R o y O . FREEDLE 
(1977—) 
A korábbi kötetek adataihoz lásd PETŐFI S. János—BÉKÉSI Imre (szerk.): Szemio-
tikai szövegtan 4. A verbális szövegek szemiotikai megközelítésének aspektusaihoz (I), 
Acta Academiae Paedagogicae Szegediensis, Series Linguistica, Litteraria et Aestetica, 
JGYTF Kiadó, Szeged, 1992. 205-211. 
Volume 7 
Ron SCOLLON and Suzanne B. K. SCOLLON: 
NARRATIVE, LITERACY AND FACE IN INTERETHNIC COMMUNICATION 
1981. 
PART I. Discrimination in Interethnic Communication. 1. The Centrality of 
Communicative Style (3—10). Discrimination as a communication problem. Gatekee-
pers and communicative style. Narrative discourse as communicative style. Athabaskan 
oral narrative. Research on Athabaskan communication. Discourse, face, and system. 
2. Athabaskan-English Interethnic Communication (11—39). Interethnic communica-
tion. Four areas of discourse study. The presentation of self. The distribution of talk. 
Information structure. Content organization. Ethnic stereotypes. A caution about 
change. 
PART II. Discourse and Reality Set in Interethnic Communication. 3. The Mo-
dern Consciousness and Literacy (41—56). Discourse, literacy, and reality set. Varie-
ties of literacy. Essayist literacy as discourse patteras. Decontextualization of dis-
course. The modern consciousness and essayist literacy. Essayist literacy as English 
discourse patterns. Writing as a crisis in ethnic identy. The need for further study. 4. 
The Literate Two-year-old: The Fictionalization of Self (57—98). Making the ordinary 
remarkable. „School" as a gloss for literacy. Locating literacy. Literacy as autobiogra-
phy. Rachel's written version, Story One. Reading Prosody. Rachel's written version, 
Story Two. A contrasting case. Os's Story. Comparing Rachel and Os. Raising the 
percentage of new information. Narrative accounting. Preparation for literacy. 5. The 
Bush Consciousness and Oral narrative Discourse (99—127). A problem of descrip-
tion. The four aspects of the bush consciousness. Contrasts with the modern con-
sciousness. The expressive means of the bush consciousness: Oral narrative. Transla-
tion sets. Line, verse, stanza, and scene. Stanzas and perspective. Verses and ground-
ing. Narrative structures as interaction. Narrative and the social construction of reality. 
Chief Henry of Húsba's life story. Abstracting themes in narrative interaction. 6. 
Abstracting Themes: A Chipewyan Two-Year-Old (128-165). The abstraction of 
themes. The role of culture-specific themes in recall and comprehension. The commu-
nity of Fort Chipewyan. A Chipewyan family. Themes and metonyms. Roles and 
situations as themes. Thematic abstraction and language. Linguistic structure as 
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metonymy. Code switching. The initiation of interaction. Training for thematic ab-
straction. 
PART III. Face and Cultural Pluralism. 7. Discourse as Politness Phenomena 
(169—188). The problem of sources. Universals in language use. Face and politeness 
strategies. Politeness systems. Athabaskan discourse patterns as deference politeness. 
Essayist literacy as solidarity politeness. Case One. Case Two. Case Three. Interethnic 
communication as different face values. 8. Cross-System Interaction, Ethnicity, and 
Communicative Pluralism (189—202). The problem of givens. Ethnicity as communi-
cation. Toward improved interethnic communication. Bibliography 203. 
Volume 8 
Róbert J. Dl PlETRO (ed.): 
LINGUISTICS AND THE PROFESSIONS. Proceedings of the Second Annual Delaware 
Symposium on Language Studies 1982. 
PART I. Language and the Medical Professions. 1. Valdemar G. PHOENIX and 
Mary L. LLNDEMAN: Language Patterns and Therapeutic Change (3—11). The Con-
text. The Context Marker. Manipulation of Time in Hypotherapy. Summary. Refe-
rences. 2. Thelma LEAFFER: Applications to Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy 
(13—25). Introduction. The Pilot Study. Results of First Study. Descriptive Study. 
Suggested Inventory of Diagnostic Denial Cues. Conclusion. 3. Michelina BONANNO: 
Women's Language in the Medical Interview (27—38). Introduction. Background of 
the Study. „Women's Language". The Medical Interview. Analytical Model. Pilot 
Study. Conclusion. References. 4 . Deborah TANNEN and Cynthia WALLAT: A Socio-
linguistic Analysis of Multiple Demands on the Pediatrician in Doctor/Mother/Child 
Interaction (39—50). Public Opinion. Professional Responsiveness. Medical Service 
Research. Pediatric Practice. The Study. Cognitive and Social Demands. Linguistic 
Evidence for Differing Registers. Emotional Demands. Conclusion. References. 5. Sue 
FISHER: The Decision-Making Context: How Doctors and Patients Communicate 
(51—81). The Background Context. The Medical Context. The Social Context. The 
Analytic Context. The Decision-Making Context: The Medical Interview. Strategic 
Use of Language. The Communication Context: The Negotiation of Treatment Deci-
sions. Medical Practitioners Use of Questioning Strategies. Patients' Use of Question-
ing Strategies. Medical Practitioners' Use of Presentational and Persuasional Strate-
gies. The Communicational Event: Reaching a Treatment Decision. References. 6. 
Ellen F. PRINCE, Joel FRADER, ad Charles BOSK: On Hedging in Physician Discourse 
(83—97). Purpose. The Corpus. Hedging. Self-Repairs and Hedging. Conclusion. 
References. 
PART II. Language and the Law. 7 . Anne Graffam WALKER: Patterns and Impli-
cations of Cospeech in a Legal Setting (101—112). Introduction. Setting the Scene. 
Nature of Cospeech. Individual Patterns Cospeech. References. Appendix A. Ap-
pendix B. Appendix C. 8. Edward FINEGAN: Form and Function in Testament Lan-
guage (113—120). Introduction. The Language of the Law. Testament Language. 
Conclusion. References. 9 . Roberta KEVELSON: Language and Legal Speech Acts: De-
cisions (121—131). Introduction. Pragmatics of Legal Speech Acts. Speech Acts, 
Forms of Action, and Decisions. Conclusion. References. 10. Judith J. EPSTEIN: The 
Grammar of a Lie: Its Legal Implications (133—142). Introduction. The Problem. 
Conclusion. References. Appendix I. Appendix II. 11. Louis A. ARÉNA: The Lan-
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guage of Corporate Attorneys (143—157). Introduction. The Structure of Speech Per-
ception: the Clause as the Unit of Information. Deriving Measures of Styles Comple-
xity from Clause Analyses. Conclusion. References. 
PART III: Language in Commercial and Offical Uses. 12. Leo J. CAMPBELL and 
Melissa HOLAND: Understanding the Language of Public Documents Because Reada-
bility Formulas Don't (157—171). Introduction. Questions of Validity. Questions of 
Application. Psycholinguistic Factors. Summary and Recommendations. References. 
13. Veda R. CHARROW: Language in the Bureaucracy (173—188). Introduction. A 
Preliminary Characterization of Bureaucratic Language. Pragmatic Features. Organi-
zation Features. Syntactic and Grammatical Features. Semantic/Lexical Problems. 
Somé of the Causes of Bureaucfatese. 14. Raoul N. SMITH: A Functional View of thé 
Linguistics of Advertising (189—199). Prefatory Remarks. Introduction. The Func-
tions of Adverising. The Persuasive Function. Markét Segmentation-Psychographics. 
Women's Language. Headlines. Aspects of the Structure of Body Copy. Conclusion. 
References. 15. Elaine M. POTOKER: Foreign Language Applications in Business: Ob-
servations and Suggestions (201—206). The Commercial Value of Foreign Language. 
The Need for Skills other than Language. Somé Advice for Educators. References. 16. 
Jürgen BENEKE: The Business of Language: European Managers on Language in Busi-
ness (207—213). Background. The ERFA 1979 Survey. Somé Initial Findings of Gene-
ral Importance. Conclusions for College Language Programs. A Selection of Res-
ponses in Detail. References. 17. Reinhold AMAN: Interlingual Taboos in Advertising: 
How not to Name Your Product (215—221). Introduction. Intercultural Taboos. 
Interlingual Taboos. References. 
PART IV. Language in Employment and Public Services. 18. Caroline Van 
ANTWERP and Monica MAXWELL: Speaker Sex, Régiónál Dialect and Employability: 
A Study in Language Attitudes (227—242). Speech Style. Southern Speech Style. 
Women's Speech Style. Procedures Followed in the Study. Material. Methods of 
Analysis. Results and Discoussion. Conclusions. References. 19. Nancy Lee 
SCHWEDA: Strategic Language Use: Its Role in the Professions in Bilingual Communi-
ties of Northern Maine (243—254). Incroductory Remarks. Background Information. 
Generalized Language Use. Dress and Age as Factors in Language Choice. Language 
Choice in a Position of Authority and with Colleagues. Strategic Language Use with 
Clients/Patient/Customers/Students. Community Pressure With Regard to Language 
Variety Choice. Conclusion. References. 20. Thomas Lee EICHMAN: Speech Action in 
the Library (255—262). Introduction. Setting the Stage. The Drama. Speech Acts: 
One, Two, or How Many? Dynamics of Library Communication. The Other's Mind. 
Making Contact on the Path to New Information. Conclusions. References. Author In-
dex (263). Subject Index (269). 
Volume 9 
Deborah TANNEN (ed.): 
SPOKEN AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE: EXPLORING ORALITY AND LITERACY 
1982. 
1. Deborah TANNEN: The Oral/Literate Continuum in Discourse (1—16). Oral 
vs. Literate Tradition. Greek and American Narratives. Formuláié Language. What to 
Say: Commonplaces, Personalizing, Philosophizing. Storyteliing in Conversation. 
Spoken vs. Written Language. Conclusion. References. 
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PART I. Examining Differences in Spoken and Written Language. 2. Angéla 
HILDYARD and Dávid R. OLSON: On the Comprehension and Memory of Oral vs. 
Written Discourse ( 1 9 — 3 4 ) . Introduction. The Experiment. References. 3 . Wallace L. 
CHAFE: Integration and Involvement In Speaking, Writing, and Oral Literature 
( 3 5 — 5 3 ) . Speaking in Faster than Writing (And Slower than Reading). Fragmentation. 
Integration. Summary. Speakers Interact with Their Audiences, Writers Do Not. De-
tachment. Involvement. Summary. Oral Literature. Conclusion. References. 4. Patrícia 
M. CLANCY: Written and Spoken Style in Japanese Narratives ( 5 5 — 7 6 ) . Verb Mor-
phology. Particles. Reference. Word Order. Linguistic Integration. Summary and 
Conclusions. References. 5 . Charles N . Ll and Sandra A. THOMPSON: The Gulf Bet-
ween Spoken and Written Language: A Case Study in Chinese ( 7 7 — 8 8 ) . Introduction. 
Classical Chinese. Classical Chinese and Modern Chinese. References. 
PART II. Traveling Along Oral and Written Continuua. 6. Shirley Brice HEATH: 
Protean Shapes in Literacy Events: Ever-shifting Oral and Literate Traditions 
( 9 1 — 1 1 7 ) . TTie Literacy Event. The Community Context. Conclusion. References. 7 . 
Georgia M. GREEN: Colloquial and Literary Uses of Inversions ( 1 1 9 — 1 5 3 ) . I. Scope 
of the Discussion. II. Previous Research. III. Sources. IV. Positively Literary Inver-
sions. V. Perfectly Colloquial Inversions. VI. Literary Speech and Colloquial Writing. 
VII. Explanations for the Colloquial and Literary Character of Inversions. VIII. Con-
clusion. References. 8. Livia POLANYI: Literary Complexity in Everyday Storyteliing 
( 1 5 5 — 1 7 0 ) . Oral Story teliing and Verbal Art. Ambiguity and Indeterminacy Resulting 
From Unexpected Shifters. Free Indirect Speech in Oral Storytelling. Other Forms of 
Reported Speech. Manipulating the Conventions of Oral Storytelling. Ambiguity and 
Verbal Art in Oral Storytelling. Conclusion. References. 9 . William BRIGHT: Poetic 
Structure in Oral Narrative ( 1 7 1 — 1 8 4 ) . Introduction. Non-Metrical Poetry in Tradi-
tional Cultures. Poetic Structure in a Karok Myth. Conclusion. References. 10. Mar-
garet RADER: Context in Written Language: The Case of Imaginative Fiction 
( 1 8 5 — 1 9 8 ) . Toward a Notion of Context for Written Language. Expansion of „Almost 
Home". References. 
PART III. Experiencing Change in Traditions. 11. Jack R. GOODY: Alternative 
Paths to Knowledge in Oral and Literate Cultures ( 201—215) . Traditional Knowledge 
Among the Lodagaa. Spiritual Knowledge. Two Paths to Knowledge. The Growht of 
Knowledge. Three Modes of Acquiring Knowledge. Literacy. Two Paths to Know-
ledge as Social Control. Conclusions. References. 12. Alton BECKER: The Poetics and 
Noetics of a Javanese Poem ( 2 1 7 — 2 3 8 ) . Noetics Across Cultures. A Note on Javanese 
Poetics. A Grammatical Translation of a Sinom. The Contextualizing Functions of As-
pect. Conclusion. References. 13. Robin Tolmach LAKOFF: Somé of My Favorité 
Writers are Literate: The Mingling of Oral and Literate Strategies in Written Commu-
nication ( 2 3 9 — 2 6 0 ) . Introduction. Spontaneity vs. Forethought. Transferring Spoken 
Discourse to Writing. Quotation Marks. Italics. Capitalization. Nonfluencies. The 
Comic Strip. The Primacy of Oral Modes. Conclusion: A New Nonliteracy. Refe-
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